
RC-03: Install software or data on a resource for use 
by a research community 
 
A researcher wants to install software and/or data on an XSEDE resource for use by a 
research community. The researcher has already registered with XSEDE, and the members of 
the research community have (or will have) allocations on the resource. 
 
In most cases, the researcher wants to experience it as follows. 
 

1. First, the researcher visits the XSEDE website and identifies one or more XSEDE 
resources (“target resources”) where the software and/or data would be useful to his/her 
research community. 

2. Then, the researcher uses the XSEDE website to find the answers to the following 
questions. (1) Does the target resource offer a Community Software Areas (CSA)? (2) 
Does the target resource already have the desired software or data available in a CSA? 
(3) What are the specific procedures for adding items to the target resource’s CSA? 

3. Then, the researcher follows the target resource’s procedure to obtain a CSA and to 
install their software or data. The researcher submits additional tickets to the XSEDE 
help desk if necessary.  

4. Finally, when the software or data is ready on a given resource, the researcher informs 
the target resource’s administrators of its availability and provides details that the 
administrators can use to publish availability of the software or data on the XSEDE 
website. (The researcher may also, of course, inform his/her research community via 
other channels.) 

 
We’ll take any solution, as long as... 

1. The solution should not require the researcher to have an active or prior XSEDE 
allocation. (The researcher might, however, be required to request a startup allocation 
during or prior to Steps 2 or 4 for the purpose of gaining login and data transfer access 
to the target resource(s).) 

2. In Step 2, the researcher can answer the three questions as straightforward as possible 
via a search or browse interface, as opposed to searching the website manually. 

 


